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Included here are:  
 

- The Pyramid Atlantic Book Arts Fair & Conference, 

Silver Spring, Maryland, November 2006 
  

- The Codex International Book Fair, Berkeley,  

February 2007 
  

- The Action/Interaction: Book/Arts Conference (A/I) 

Columbia College Center for Book and Paper Arts, 

Chicago, June 2007 
  

- Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden, Centre for Fine Print 

Research, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK, 

What will constitute the contexts of artists’ publishing in 

the future?, March 2008 to February 2010 
 

-The CBAA’s Time, Sequence & Technology: Book Art in 

the 21st Century, San Francisco, January 2012 



Michael Holquist notes that the term dialogism is used 

by scholars as a means of “… categorizing the different 

ways he meditated on dialogue” but was “never used by 

Bakhtin himself” 

Examples of his work include: Problems of Dostoevsky’s 

poetics (1984), Rabelais and his world (1984) and the 

essays published in English as The dialogical 

imagination (1981). Note that these dates all refer to the 

first English translations. The original Russian transcripts 

date to 1919 (Art and answerability).  
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Dialogism opposes monologic works of literature – 

military orders, instructions, rules and even epic poetry – 

in which any orientation of the work towards a past or a 

future context, history or voice is minimised, prompting, 

rather, obedience, acquiescence or no interactivity at all 



Stéphane Mallarmé. Un coup de dés  

jamais n’abolira le hasard. 1914 (left) 
 

Marcel Broodthaers. Un coup de dés  

jamais n’abolira le hasard: Image. 1969 (right) 

 



Mallarmé’s poem was first published in the journal 

Cosmopolis in May 1897. This version represents only a 

partial fulfilment of his ideas for the poem  

 

The 1914 edition published by the Nouvelle Revue 

Française disregards particular specifications Mallarmé 

made before his death i.e. the specific Didot font to be 

used 

 

 Gallimard’s 2003 version, which I use in this paper & 

illustrations, is based on the 1914 publication  
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Mallarmé’s version could anticipate Broodthaer’s 

version through the manner in which the original textual 

layout broke with typographic conventions of its day, 

influencing the visual typographies of later Futurist, 

Dada and Constructivist artists who, themselves, 

influenced postmodern typography and Broodthaers  

 

It is here that the dialogical power of Mallarmé’s work 

comes to the fore  
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Broodthaers’ 1969 edition consists of: 

 

 10 unbound copies printed on 12 aluminium sheets 

 

 90 copies printed on translucent paper with two sheets 

of white card cut to the size of the book so that individual 

pages could be isolated by the reader  

 

 300 copies on normal paper allowing the ink 

impressions in versō foliō to be visible  

 

These printing decisions reinforce the dialogical 

relationship between Mallarmé and Broodthaers in that 

the optical qualities present in the post Cosmopolis 

versions can be exploited in the sequential & material 

possibilities of the artist’s book 
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Anna Sigrídur Arnar cites Mallarmé’s use of visual and 

affective terms to describe the import he expected of his 

texts as: 

  

active  

performative  

oceanlike  

musical  

thunder  

ecstatic  

glittering  

sparking  

electric 

and 

 flickering 
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Dialogism in artists’ books: 

Books speaking to each other across time and 

context – operationalizing field, history, 

temporality and spatiality 

  

Derived from Julia Kristeva’s (1980) spatial 

conception of language’s poetic operation: the 

horizontal and the vertical status of the word 
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Heteroglossia in artists’ books: 

Books speaking to and within themselves as 

multi-vocal art objects – operationalizing self-

consciousness and (self)reflexivity 

Derived from Julia Kristeva’s (1980) spatial 

conception of language’s poetic operation: the 

horizontal and the vertical status of the word 



In Bakhtinian terms heteroglossia takes two forms:  

 

- as social languages within a single national language   

- as different national languages within the same culture 

  

Within the novel form, heteroglossia appears: 

 

- as characters’ dialogues 

- as various forms of speech genre (language of a 

profession or class)  

- as a culture’s various dialects and languages  

 

Vice states that the manner in which these three interact 

in a text is dialogic 
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Firstly, the novel is the genre which is least secure and 

thus most self-conscious about its own status as a genre  

 

Secondly, the novel has a peculiar ability to open a 

window in discourse from which the extraordinary variety 

of social languages can be perceived 

  

Thirdly, it is novelness – not the novel, nor Rabelais, not 

even Dostoevsky – that is the name of his real hero  

 

Three critical elements of Bakhtin’s thought can isolated 

which might underpin the artist’s book’s act of theoretical 

enunciation:  

self-consciousness, discursive perceptivity and self-

reflexivity or bookness  
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Ilke van Schalkwyk. Reading colour. 2009 

Salman Rushdie. Haroun and the sea of stories  
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Thank you 


